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ABSTRACT 
With the expansion of e-commerce and mobile-based commerce, the role of web user on World Wide Web has 
become pivotal enough to warrant studies to further understand the user’s intent, navigation patterns on websites 
and usage needs. Using web logs on the servers hosting websites, site owners and in turn companies can extract 
information to better understand and predict user’s needs, tailoring their sites to meet such needs. Through this 
paper, an effort is being made to analyze and survey few of the popular web log mining strategies.  
Index Terms – web usage mining, web access pattern, WAP, path traversal, TSP. 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Initially, the World Wide Web and in-turn, 
the  websites  were  only  created  with  site  owners 
interest;  users'  perspective  and  needs  were  not 
considered. Due to constant evolution of commerce 
from B2B to B2C, users became more important and 
centrifugal  than  companies  serving  or  hosting  the 
website.  This  relative  shift  from  owner-centric  to 
user-centric design  has played an important role in 
improving  the  access  efficiency  of  web  pages  by 
adaptive website system, dynamic re-organization of 
website,  identification  of  target  group  of  visitors, 
improving  the  performance  of  web  search  and 
prediction of user intent in web systems. Hence, the 
various  techniques/strategies  of  web  usage  mining 
were  developed  to  better  understand  user's  intent, 
preference and interests. 
We  begin  with  a  discussion  on  different 
sources of web usage data obtained from user’s web 
navigation pattern (Section 2). Next, we focus on pre-
processing  techniques  that  are  applied  for  filtering 
web logs (Section 3). Section 4 discusses the basic 
techniques used to discover web navigation pattern. 
In Section 5, various algorithms used for obtaining 
web navigation patterns are surveyed. Privacy issues 
are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents 
future  research  in  this  field.  Section  8  gives 
references. 
 
II.  DATA SOURCES 
There are three main sources for web usage 
mining applications. [2] They are 1. Web Server 2. 
Proxy Server and 3. Web clients. 
 
2.1 Web server 
They  are  the  most  common  and  richest 
source  that  contains  logs  in  Common  Log  Format 
(CLF) [24], Extended Log Format (ELF) [25] or Log 
ML[24].  The  major  issue  with  the  logging 
information obtained from a web server is  
 
identification of a user session. This depends on the 
type  of  information  stored  in  log  files.  A  common 
approach to resolve this is by the use of cookies or 
packet sniffers.[26,27] 
 
2.2 Proxy server 
   Proxy servers collect data of group of users 
accessing  a  large  number  of  web  servers.  Session 
identification  is  still  a  difficult  task  and  does  not 
identify the navigation paths of all users because of 
caching problem.  
 
2.3 Web clients 
  Usage data can be tracked on the client-side 
using JavaScript, Java applet or a modified browser. 
This  resolves  the  problem  of  session  identification 
and caching but relies heavily on users’ co-operation 
and may raise privacy issues. 
 
III. PRE-PROCRSSING 
Pre-processing  web  logs  is  a  difficult  and 
time-consuming  process  which  comprises  of  four 
phases  –  data  cleaning,  identification  and  re-
construction  of  user  sessions,  content  and  structure 
retrieval and, data formatting. 
 
3.1 Data cleaning 
  This is a process of removal of useless data. 
Example, request for graphical page content (jpg and 
gif images), navigation sessions performed by robots 
and web spiders. Request for graphical contents and 
files  are  easy  to  eliminate  while  robots  and  web 
spiders  can  be  identified  by  referring  remote 
hostname using user agent or by checking robot.txt. 
 
3.2  Identification  and  re-construction  of  user 
sessions 
The  problem  caused  for  session 
identification  and  re-construction  are  caused  by 
caching either by proxy servers or browsers. Proxy 
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caching  problem  can  be  resolved  by  the  use  of 
cookies, URL re-writing or by requiring user login. 
 
3.3 Content and structure retrieval 
Most of the web usage mining applications 
use visited URLs as a  main source of information, 
but  it  does  not  convey  information  about  the  page 
content. So there was a need to employ content-based 
information along with a categorization step, wherein 
pages are classified according to their content type to 
enrich web log data. Later, concept-based paths were 
used  in  which  common  concepts  are  extracted  by 
means of intersection of raw user paths and similarity 
measures.  
 
3.4 Data formatting 
This  is  final  step  of  pre-processing.  The 
extracted  data  from  web  logs  can  be  stored  into  a 
relational  database  using  a  click-fact-schema. 
Signature tree to index log stored in databases were 
used  for  efficient  pattern  queries.  A  tree  structure 
called “WAP-tree and FBP-tree” was introduced for 
sequence pattern discovery. 
 
IV. BASIC TECHNIQUES USED TO 
DISCOVER WEB NAVIGATION 
PATTERN 
Most of the commercial applications of Web 
Usage Mining exploit consolidated statistical analysis 
techniques. In contrast, research in this area is mainly 
focused on the development of knowledge discovery 
techniques  specifically  designed  for  the  analysis  of 
Web usage data. Most of this research effort focuses 
on  three  main  paradigms:  association  rules, 
sequential patterns, and clustering.  
 
4.1 Association rules 
These are probably the most elementary data 
mining  technique  and,  at  the  same  time,  the  most 
used  technique  in  Web  Usage  Mining.  Association 
rules are implications of the form X Y where the 
rule  body  X  and  the  rule  head  Y  are  set  of  items 
within a set of transactions. The rule XY states that 
the  transactions  which  contain  the  items  in  X  are 
likely to contain also the items in Y. When applied to 
Web Usage Mining, association rules are used to find 
associations among Web pages that frequently appear 
together in users_ sessions. The typical result has the 
form: 
“A.html, B.html  C.html" 
which states that if a user has visited page A.html and 
page B.html, it is very likely that in the same session 
the same user has also visited page C.html.  
 
4.2 Sequential patterns 
These patterns are used to discover frequent 
sub-sequences  among  large  amount  of  sequential 
data. In Web Usage Mining, sequential patterns are 
exploited to find sequential navigation patterns that 
appear  in  users  sessions  frequently.  The  typical 
sequential  pattern  has  the  following  form  [23]:  the 
70%  of  users  who  first  visited  A.html  and  then 
visited  B.html  afterwards,  have  also  accessed  page 
C.html in the same session. Sequential patterns might 
appear  syntactically  similar  to  association  rules;  in 
fact algorithms to extract association rules can also 
be  used  for  sequential  pattern  mining.  However, 
sequential patterns include the notion of time, i.e., at 
which  point  of  the  sequence  a  certain  event 
happened. In the above example, pages A, B, and C 
appears  sequentially,  one  after  another,  in  the  user 
sessions;  in  the  previous  example  on  association 
rules,  information  about  the  event  sequence  is  not 
considered.  
There are essentially two class of algorithms 
that  are  used  to  extract  sequential  patterns:  one 
includes methods based on association rule mining; 
the other one includes methods based on the use of 
tree  structures  and  Markov  chains  to  represent 
navigation patterns. Some well-known algorithms for 
mining  association  rules  have  been  modified  to 
extract sequential patterns. For instance, [12,13] used 
AprioriAll and GSP, two extensions of the  Apriori 
algorithm for association rules mining [11]. Ref. [11] 
argues  that  algorithms  for  association  rule  mining 
(e.g., Apriori) are not efficient when applied to long 
sequential patterns, which is an important drawback 
when  working  with  Web  logs.  Accordingly,  [11] 
proposes  an  alternative  algorithm  in  which  tree 
structures  (WAP-tree)  are  used  to  represent 
navigation patterns. The algorithm (WAP-mine) [11] 
and  the  data  structure  (WAP-tree),  specifically 
tailored for mining Web access patterns, WAP-mine 
outperforms  other  Apriori-like  algorithms  [11]  like 
GSP.  
The GSP Algorithm makes multiple passes 
over data. The first pass determines the frequent 1-
item patterns (L1). Each subsequent pass starts with a 
seed set: the frequent sequences found in the previous 
pass  (Lk−1).  The  seed  set  is  used  to  generate  new 
potentially  frequent  sequences,  called  candidate 
sequences  (Ck  ).  Each  candidate  sequence  has  one 
more item than a seed sequence. In order to obtain k-
sequence candidate Ck, the frequent sequence Lk−1 
joins with itself Apriori-gen way. This requires that 
every sequence s in Lk−1 joins with other sequences s 
in Lk−1 if the last k-2 elements of s are the same as 
the first k-2 elements of s. For example, if frequent 3-
sequence set L3 has 6 sequences as follows: {((1, 2) 
(3)), ((1, 2) (4)), ((1) (3, 4)), ((1, 3) (5)), ((2) (3, 4)), 
((2) (3) (5))}. Inorder to obtain frequent 4-sequences, 
every frequent 3-sequence should join with the other 
3-sequences that have the same first two elements as 
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join with s =((2) (3, 4)) to generate a candidate 4-
sequence because the last 2 elements of s, (2) (3), are 
the same as the first 2 elements of s. Then, element 
(4) can be added to the sequence ((1, 2) (3)). Since 
element (4) is part of the last element (3, 4) of s, ((2) 
(3, 4)), the new sequence is ((1, 2) (3, 4)). Also, ((1, 
2) (3)) can join with ((2) (3) (5)) to form ((1, 2) (3) 
(5)). The remaining sequences can not join with any 
sequence  in  L3.  Following  the  join  phase  is  the 
pruning  phase,  when  the  candidate  sequences  that 
have  any  of  their  contiguous  (k  −  1)-subsequences 
having  a  support  count  less  than  the  minimum 
support, are dropped. The supports for the remaining 
candidate  sequences  are  found  next  to  determine 
which  of  the  candidate  sequences  are  actually 
frequent (Lk ). These frequent candidates become the 
seed  for  the  next  pass.  The  algorithm  terminates 
when there are no frequent sequences at the end of a 
pass,  or  when  there  are  no  candidate  sequences 
generated.  The  GSP  algorithm  uses  a  hash  tree  to 
reduce the number of candidates that are checked for 
support in the database.  
 
4.3 Clustering techniques 
It looks for groups of similar items among 
large  amount  of  data  based  on  a  general  idea  of 
distance  function  which  computes  the  similarity 
between groups. Clustering has been widely used in 
Web  Usage  Mining  to  group  together  similar 
sessions. 
 
V.  ALGORITHM FOR MINING WEB 
NAVIGATION PATTERNS 
5.1  PrefixSpan  
As  per  [5],  Prefixspan  is  a  pattern-growth 
method  like  FreeSpan,  which  reduces  the  search 
space for extending already discovered prefix pattern 
p by projecting a portion of the original database that 
contains  all  necessary  data  for  mining  sequential 
patterns  grown  from  p.  While  FreeSpan  supports 
frequent  pattern  guided  projection,  PrefixSpan 
supports  prefix  guided  projection.  Thus,  projected 
database for each f -list prefix pattern α consists of all 
sequences in the original database D, containing the 
pattern α and only the subsequences prefixed with the 
first  occurrence  of  α  are  included.  Although 
PrefixSpan  projects  smaller  sized  databases  than 
FreeSpan, they both  still  incur non-trivial costs for 
constructing and storing these projected databases for 
every sequential pattern in the worst case.  
 
5.1.1 Analysis of prefix span  
No  candidate  sequence  needs  to  be 
generated  by  PrefixSpan.  Unlike  a  priori-like 
algorithms, Prefix-Span only grows longer sequential 
patterns  from  the  shorter  frequent  ones.  It  neither 
generates  nor  tests  any  candidate  sequence 
nonexistent in a projected database. Comparing with 
GSP, which generates and tests a substantial number 
of candidate sequences, PrefixSpan searches a much 
smaller space.  
Projected databases keep shrinking. As a 
projected  database  is  smaller  than  the  original  one 
because only the suffix subsequences of a frequent 
prefix  are  projected  into  a  projected  database.  In 
practice,  the  shrinking  factors  can  be  significant 
because  1)  usually,  only  a  small  set  of  sequential 
patterns grow quite long in a sequence database and, 
thus, the number of sequences in a projected database 
usually reduces substantially when prefix grows; and 
2)  projection  only  takes  the  suffix  portion  with 
respect  to  a  prefix.  Notice  that  FreeSpan  also 
employs  the  idea  of  projected  databases.  However, 
the projection there often takes the whole string (not 
just suffix) and, thus, the shrinking factor is less than 
that of PrefixSpan.  
The  major  cost  of  PrefixSpan  is  the 
construction of projected databases.  In the  worst 
case, PrefixSpan constructs a projected database for 
every sequential pattern. If there exist a good number 
of sequential patterns, the cost is nontrivial.  
The  above  analysis  shows  that  the  major  cost  of 
PrefixSpan  is  database  projection,  i.e.,  forming 
projected  databases  recursively.  Usually,  a  large 
number of projected databases will be generated in 
sequential pattern mining. If the number and/or the 
size  of  projected  databases  can  be  reduced,  the 
performance  of  sequential  pattern  mining  can  be 
further improved.  
One  technique  which  may  reduce  the 
number  and  size  of  projected  databases  is  pseudo 
projection. The idea is outlined as follows: Instead of 
performing physical projection, one can register the 
index  (or  identifier)  of  the  corresponding  sequence 
and the starting position of the projected suffix in the 
sequence. Then, a physical projection of a sequence 
is replaced by registering a sequence identifier and 
the projected position index point. Pseudo projection 
reduces the cost of projection substantially when the 
projected database can fit in main memory.  
Optimization techniques include (1)bi-level 
projecting  for  reducing  the  number  and  sizes  of 
projected  databases,  and  (2)  Pseudo-projection  for 
projecting  memory-only  databases,  where  each 
projection consists of the pointer to the sequence and 
offset of the postfix to the sequence. 
 
5.2  Apriori  
5.2.1 The general structure of the algorithms  
They make multiple passes over the data. In 
each pass, start with a seed set of large sequences. 
Then use the seed set for generating new potentially 
large sequences, called candidate sequences. Find the 
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over the data. At the end of the pass, determine which 
of the candidate sequences are actually large. These 
large candidates become the seed for the next pass. In 
the first pass, all 1-sequences with minimum support, 
obtained  in  the  litemset  phase,  form  the  seed  set. 
Then present two families of algorithms, which we 
call  count-all  and  count-some.  The  count-all 
algorithms  count  all  the  large  sequences,  including 
non-maximal sequences. The non-maximal sequences 
must  then  be  pruned  out  (in  the  maximal  phase). 
present  one  count-all  algorithm,  called  AprioriAIl, 
based  on  the  Apriori  algorithm  for  finding  large 
itemsets  .Then  present  two  count-some  algorithms: 
Apriori-Some  and  Dynamicsome.  The  intuition 
behind  these  algorithms  is  that  since  they  are  only 
interested in maximal sequences, they avoid counting 
sequences which are contained in a longer sequence 
if we first count longer sequences. However, not to 
count  a  lot  of  longer  sequences  that  do  not  have 
minimum support. Otherwise, the time saved by not 
counting  sequences  contained  in  a  longer  sequence 
may be less than the time wasted counting sequences 
without  minimum  support  that  would  never  have 
been  counted  because  their  subsequences  were  not 
large.  Both  the  count-some  algorithms  have  a 
forward phase, in which find all large sequences of 
certain lengths, followed by a backward phase, where 
find  all  remaining  large  sequences.  The  essential 
difference is in the procedure they use for generating 
candidate  sequences  during  the  forward  phase.  As 
AprioriSome  generates  candidates  for  a  pass  using 
only the large sequences found in the previous pass 
and  then  makes  a  pass  over  the  data  to  find  their 
support.  Dynamicsome  generates  candidates  onthe- 
fly using the large sequences found in the previous 
passes.  
 
5.2.2 Drawbacks of Apriori:  
The  apriori-like  sequential  pattern  mining 
method,though  reducing  search  space,  bears  three 
nontrivial,  inherent  costs  that  are  independent  of 
detailed implementation techniques  
A huge set of candidate sequences could 
be generated in a large sequence database. Since the 
set of candidate sequences includes all the possible 
permutations of the elements and repetition of items 
in a sequence, the apriori-based method may generate 
a really large set of candidate sequences even for a 
moderate  seed  set.  For  example,  two  frequent 
sequences of length-1, (a) and (b) will generate five 
candidate sequences of length-2: (aa), (ab), (ba), (bb), 
and ((ab)), where ((ab)) represents that two events, a 
and b, happen in the same time slot. If there are 1,000 
frequent sequences of length-1, such as (a1); (a2); . . . 
;  (a1000),  an  a  priori-like  algorithm  will  generate 
[1000*1000+(1000*999)/2]  =  1,499,500  candidate 
sequences. Notice that the cost of candidate sequence 
generation, test, and support counting is inherent to 
the a priori-based method, no matter what technique 
is applied to optimize its detailed implementation.  
Multiple  scans  of  databases  in  mining. 
The length of each candidate sequence grows by one 
at each database scan. In general, to find a sequential 
pattern  of  length  l,  the  apriori-based  method  must 
scan  the  database  at  least  l  times.  This  bears  a 
nontrivial cost when long patterns exist.  
The  apriori-based  method  generates  a 
combinatorially  explosive  number  of  candidates 
when  mining  long  sequential  patterns.  A  long 
sequential pattern contains a combinatorial explosive 
number  of  subsequences,  and  such  subsequences 
must  be  generated  and  tested  in  the  a  priori-based 
mining. Thus, the number of candidate sequences is 
exponential to the length of the sequential patterns to 
be mined. For example, let the database contain only 
one single sequence of length 100, (a1 a2 . . . a100), 
and  the  min_support  threshold  be  1  (i.e.,  every 
occurring  pattern  is  frequent).  To  (re)derive  this 
length-100  sequential  pattern,  the  a  priori-based 
method  has  to  generate  100  length-1  candidate 
sequences  (i.e.,  (a1),(a2);  .  .  .  ; 
(a100)),[100*100+(100*99)/2]=14,950  length-2 
candidate  sequences,  (
100C3)length-3  candidate 
sequences,1 and so on. Obviously, the total number 
of candidate sequences to be generated is  
∑i=1 to100 (
100Ci) = 2
100 - 1 ≈ 10
30 
5.3  WAP-tree algorithm  
In [1] proposed an algorithm using WAP-tree, which 
stands for web access pattern tree. This approach is 
quite different from the Apriori-like algorithms. The 
main steps involved in this technique are summarized 
next.  The  WAP-tree  stores  the  web  log  data  in  a 
prefix tree format similar to the frequent pattern tree 
(FP-tree) for non-sequential data.  
 
5.3.1 The general structure of the algorithms  
1.  The  algorithm  first  scans  the  web  log  once  to 
find all frequent individual events.  
2.   It scans the web log again to construct a WAP-
tree over the set of frequent individual events of 
each transaction.  
3.   It finds the conditional suffix patterns.  
4.   In the fourth step, it constructs the intermediate 
conditional WAP-tree using the pattern found in 
previous step.  
5.   Finally, it goes back to repeat Steps 3 and 4 until 
the constructed conditional  
WAP-tree has only one branch or is empty. 
Thus,  with  the  WAP-tree  algorithm,  finding  all 
frequent  events  in  the  web  log  entails  constructing 
the  WAP-tree  and  mining  the  access  patterns  from 
the WAP tree. WAP-tree algorithm scans the original 
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generating explosive candidate sets as in Apriori-like 
algorithms. Mining efficiency is improved sharply. 
 
5.3.2 Drawback  
WAP-tree mining degrades the performance 
because  of  re-construction  associated  WAP-trees 
which, cannot be held in main memory. 
 
5.4 UAM algorithm 
This algorithm uses user access matrix as a 
data  structure  and  hence  the  name  “user  access 
matrix”  algorithm.  It  obtains  the  user  navigation 
pattern from the page-to-page transition probabilities 
and  statistics  of  all  user  behaviors.[8]  UAM  is  a 
URL-URL matrix set up from web logs according to 
the user navigation pattern where the referrer URL 
maps to the rows of the matrix whereas navigating 
URL  is  mapped  as  columns.  It  uses  Depth-First 
Search  (DFS)  technique  to  obtain  user-preferred 
navigation path. 
 
5.4.1 Drawback 
UAM does not always correctly discriminate 
different behavioral modes of different users. 
 
5.5 PNT algorithm 
It is used to identify user sessions from web 
logs.[8] PNT is a multi-player tree formed from user 
session database, where each node is a visited page, 
each branch is the way to the node along the same 
route. Each node of PNT records the support along 
with the number of times a user is visiting the node 
along the same route, for the entire duration of time 
the user is viewing the page and the preference which 
represents in what way user prefers a particular node 
from one of the previous nodes. 
 
5.5.1 Drawback 
This algorithm does not consider browsing 
actions like “copy", “scroll” or, “save as” as it is not 
recorded in log files. 
 
5.6 IBD algorithm 
It stands for “intentional browsing data” 
algorithm. IBD takes care of online browsing actions 
such as “copy", “scroll” or, “save as” that is not 
recorded in web logs.[21]  
 
5.6.1 Drawback 
It requires an online data collection 
mechanism for capturing IBD. 
 
5.7 Incremental and interactive mining of web 
traversal patterns  
The essence of incremental data mining and 
interactive data mining is the ability to use previous 
mining  results  in  order  to  reduce  unnecessary 
processes when web logs or web site structures are 
updated, or when the minimum support is changed.  
As  per  [3],  they  propose  two  novel 
incremental web traversal pattern mining algorithms 
for the maintenance of web traversal patterns when a 
database  is  updated  or  a  web  site  structure  is 
changed.  Also  present  an  interactive  web  traversal 
pattern  mining  algorithm  to  find  all  web  traversal 
patterns  when  min_sup  is  adjusted.  This  algorithm 
utilizes  previous  mining  results  to  find  new  web 
traversal patterns such that the total mining time can 
be reduced.For that used the lattice structure to store 
the  previous  mining  results  for  incremental  Web 
traversal  patterns.  The  patterns  may  be  obtained 
rapidly when the database or the website structure is 
updated.  The  problem  of  choosing  an  appropriate 
storage structure to store previous mining results now 
becomes very important.  
 
5.7.1 Drawback  
The size of the lattice structure may become 
too large to be loaded into the main memory. 
 
VI. PRIVACY 
In view of user sensitive data, sourced from 
various data sources and used in web usage mining 
concerns are raised on user privacy. This has pushed 
countries and governments to enact strict laws about 
user privacy. Another push on this through research 
and  advanced  studies  is  in  a  form  of  proposal  in 
world  wide  web  called  Platform  for  Privacy 
Preferences (P3P). This proposal is very generic and 
does  not  impose  any  specific  requirements  on  the 
amount  of  data  collected  (user  profiling)  or  user 
privacy  information.  Another  proposal  from 
researchers was to use user models which cannot be 
linked  to  individual  user  and  can  be  used  for  web 
usage  mining.  However,  further  research  and  work 
can be conducted on resolving these privacy issues. 
 
VII.  FUTURE WORK 
The  former  mining  algorithms  that  are 
surveyed  in  this  paper  suffer  from  either  repetitive 
database scans or high memory load. Algorithms that 
work with a single scan need special data structures 
to store patterns. However, it may be difficult to hold 
these patterns in the data structure.  
Consequently,  a  graph  traverse  algorithm 
can  be  used  to  determine  the  Throughout  Surfing 
Pattern (TSP) in order to track the intent of website 
visitors. This does not pose a load on memory as a 
hyperlink structure of website is stored instead of a 
sequence  database.  The  algorithm  builds  on  an 
efficient and effective way to understand the visitor’s 
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